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SUMARY

The Bureau of Mineral Resources'No. 2 seismic party
conducted a Survey over the Palm Valley Anticline 80 miles west
of Alice Springs, from 2nd November to 22nd November 1961.

The seismic reflection method showed (a) the anticlinal
structure existed at depth and (b) at the northern end of the main
north-south traverse in the Missionary Plains north-dipping refleOtions
were recorded from about 2500-ft depth.

A shallow refractor was recorded in which the velocity
Was 17,800 ft/sec.^This refractor, which could not be positively
identified, preventO, any useful deeper refraction information
being recorded.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Following a request in March 1961 by Magellan Petroleum
Corporation, it was decided that the Bureau of Mineral Resources'
No. 2 seismic party would, on completion of the Amadeus Basin survey,
conduct a short survey over the Palm Valley Anticline. The objectives
of this surVey were as follows:

(a) to test the applicability of the seismic method in the
area,

(b) to confirm the anticlinal structure at depth,

) to determine the thickness of the Pertnjarra-Mareenie
interval,

(d) to determine the total depth of sediments.

It was found that along the proposed reflection traverse in
the Finke River bed, which cut through the surface expression of the
anticline:

(a) shot holes were difficult to drill in the gravel and
would not stay open,

(b) movement of vehicles was difficult in the deep, loose sand,

(c) seismic records from a small pattern of shallow holes were
noisy and showed no reflected energy.

It was decided to move the traverse out of the river bed to
the plains north of the outcrops and to record:

(a) a reflection traverse perpendicular to the strike,

(b) a refraction depth probe along the strike.

Good reflections were obtained, and therefore a velocity
survey was recorded on the traverse along strike.

A high-velocity refractor (17,800 ft/sec) in the Pertnjarra
series prevented any useful deeper information being obtained by
refraction with offsets up to 6 miles.

In the remainder of the time available, one mile of reflection
traverse was shot in the bed of the River Finke south of the crest of
the anticline. Single shots at a depth of 40 feet were used in shet
holes in bedrock exposed as sandstone ledges at the edge of the canyon.
The records obtained were of sufficient quality to prove the anticlinal
structure at depth.

A minimum of two week's extra work would have been needed
for further testing of the applicability of the seismic method in the
Finke River bed.

The survey was made between 2nd and 22nd November 1961.
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2. GEOLOGY

Harris (1961) considered that surface and photo-geology
in the Palm Valley-Hermannsburg area indicated a closed structure in
the Pertnjarra outcrops and was hopeful that the full Cambro-Ordoyician
geological cross-section was preserved in favourable facies beneath a
moderately thick blanket of Pertnjarra formation. The expected
geologicalcross-section on the crest of the anticline was:

Group^Formation^Thickness (ft)^Lithology

Pertnjarra^ Sandstone and

^

5000^siltstone
Maroenie )

Ordovician Larapinta^Stokes^1300^Shale and thin
limestone

- - - DISCONFORMITY - - -

Stairway^600^Sandstone

Horn Valley^350^Shale and thin
limestone

Cambrian^Pertacorrta Pacoota^1000^Sandstone

Goyder^800^Sandstone and
shale

Jay Creek^800^Limestone and
elastics

Hugh River^600^Shale

Upper^ Arumbera^400^Sandstone
Proterozoic

Pertatataka^2100^Shale with some
sand

Areyonga^400^Sandstene with
some
conglomerate

- - - DISCONFRMITY - - -

Bitter Springs
^

500^+^Limestone

Magellan Petroleum Corporation in a more :?ecent appraisal of
the Palm Valley Anticline has shown no surface closure to the west.
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3. RESULTS

Individual traverses 

Traverse H (Shot-points 53 to 65) (Plate 5). Reflection
quality ranges from poor to good, and reflections are evident at more
than 2.9 sec, representing a depth of about 2600 ft. Good reflection
records were obtained over this portion of the traverse by using 30-lb
charges at depths of 50 to 60 ft, with six geophones per trace at
22-feet intervals.

A poor reflection is recorded at about 0.95 sec (7500 ft)
under Shot-point 63, and it can be followed intermittently to Shot-point
53, where it is at about 4500-ft depth. The reflection is possibly
from the boundary between the Mareenie.and Stokes Formations. No
reflections arJ evident within the Pertnjarra-MareenieLintervals. There
is no evidence of unconformity in the reflection cross-section down
to 2.0 sec (18,000 ft) at Shot-point 530^At this depth there is a
possible unconformity shown in the cross-section. It is most pronounced
under Shot-point 57 but reflection quality at 2.0 sec is poor north of
Shot-point 57,

Traverse H (Shot-points 9A to 12A) (Plate 6). Reflections
along this part of the traverse wore difficult to obtain. Fair-quality
reflections recorded at about 1.1 sec and 2.0 sec confirm the south
dip at depth. These reflections may correlate with the good-quality
reflections recorded at 1.2 sec and 2.1 sec under Shot-point 53
(Plate 5).

Traverse I (Plate 7). This traverse was surveyed along the
strike and good-quality reflections were recorded at more than 2.9 sec.
Below 2.4 sec there is the suggestion of uncenformity in the cross-
section but reflections are very confused.

Shot-points 22 and 25 were shot at 25 to 40-ft depth whereas
the other shot points were shot at 65 to 80-ft depth. This is probably
the cause of the misalignment from record to record of good reflections
in this cross-section.

A velocity profile was shot over this portion of the traverse
with maximum shot-to-geophone distance of 1i miles. Refleqic44 quality
was good. A velocity distribution was obtained using the t /x` method
and the results are presented on Plates 3 and 4.

Traverse I Refraction (Plate 8). Refraction breaks were good
using the offsets, depths, and charges shown. However, a high-velocity
(17,800 ft/sec) refractor was recorded at a depth of 2300 to 2500 ft.
Insufficient time and explosives were available to attempt to probe deeper.
This refractor does not correspond to any reflection appearing on the
variable-area reflection cross-section from this traverse.

General 

It can be concluded in general that:

(a) the reflection seismic method is suited to the investigation
of the structure and of the depth of sediments in this region,
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(b) the anticlinal structure has been shown to exist at
depth in the north south direction and, although the
precise location of the axis of folding in the deep
sediments has not been recorded, it may be inferred
with reasonable accuracyy

(c) the thickness of the Pertnjarra - Mareenie complex is
about 4000 ft at the top of the Anticline,

(d) the total thickness of sediments exceeds 18,000 ft.
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APPENDIX A

STAFF AND EQUIPMENT

STAFF:

Party leader^A. Turpie

Geophysicist^F.J. Moss

Surveyors^• R. Leetham
M. Francki

Clerk^ E.J. Quinn

Observer^G.L. Abbs

Shooter^ R. Cherry

Toolpusher^J.G. Halls

Drillers^R. Larter
J. Chandler

Mechanics^I. Pine
H. McPherson

EQUIPMENT:

Seismic amplifiers^TIC 7000B portable

Seismic osoillograph^Electro Tech ER 66

Magnetic Recorder^Electra Tech DS7/700

Geophones^Electra Tech EVS-2B (20 c/s)
TIC(6 c/s)

Drills^ One Failing 750 (not used)
Two Carey type H1

Water tankers^Four Bedford 4 x 4, 700 gallon

Shooting truck^Bedford 4 x 4, 700 gallon



APPENDIX B

TABLE OF OPERATIONS

Sedimentary Basin
Area
Camp Site
Established camp
Surveying commenced
Drilling commenced
Shooting commenced
Milos surveyed
Topographic survey control

Explosives used
Datum level for corrections
Weathering velocities

Sub-weathering velocities

Source of velocity distribution

REFLECTION SHOOTING DATA:

Shot-point interval
Geophone group
Geophone group interval
Holes shot
Miles traversed
Common shooting depth
Usual recording filter
Usual playback filter
Common charge size
Weathering corrections
Grading system

REFRACTION SHOOTING DATA 

Amadeus Basin
Palm Valley - Hermannsburg, NT
Three miles east of Hermannsburg Mission
let November 1961
1st November 1961
2nd November 1961
3rd November 1961
19
Magellan Petroleum Corporation
gravity survey •

2602 lb Geophex
1900 ft above MSL
2000and 2200 ft/sec

11,500 and 14,000 ft/sec

t2 ,'x velocity shoot

1320 ft
Six geophones, 20 c/s,22 ft apart
110 ft
33
Five
70 ft
K24 K75
K30 K57
30 lb
Graphical method (Vale, 1960)
After Gaby (1947)

Geophone group
Geophono group interval
Holes shot
Usual recording filter
Number of refraction traverses
Charge size
Maximum shot-to-geophone

distance
Weathering control
Weathering and elevation

corrections

Two geophonas,6 c/s,together
220 ft
Five
KO K40
One
500 lb
Sven miles

Reflection shooting
Graphical method (Vale, 1960)

■■■
^ íA



APPENDIX C

Seismic shot-hole drilling_st2Listics

Total footage drilled^ 3678 ft

Total number of holes drilled^85

Average depth of holes^43.2 ft

Deepest hole drilled^ 100 ft

No. of shifts worked^ 30

Maintenance to drill^ hr

Travelling time and rigging up^65-i hr

Time lost waiting for water^4 hr

Time lost in repairs to drill^19i hr

Time lost in repairs to rig engine^3 hr

Time lost waiting on surveyors^hr

Time lost standing by for recorder^6 hr

Bentonite used^ 12 bags

Drilling time^ 141i hr

Average rate of penetration^26 ft/hr

rA
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